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Introduction 
Environmental Impact Assessment Process 
Part JV of the Environmental Protection Act states that any proposal that appears likely, if 
implemented, to have a significant effect on the environment or has the potential to cause 
pollution, shall be referred to the EPA for environmental impact assessment EIA). 

If the EPA determines that a proposal requires formal assessment an environmental review 
document is required. This document outlines the proposal, existing environment, potential 
environmental impacts and methods of. managing these impacts, so that the environment is 
protected to an acceptable level. The document is advertised and made available for the public. 
The EPA then prepares a report on the proposal for the Minister for the Environment, the report 
may include recommendations. The Minister then decides on the environmental acceptability of 
the proposal. 

The level of assessment (CER, PER, ERMP) is set, based on the location, size, complexity, 
range, duration and manageability of environmental issues associated with the proposal. 

Proposal to clear native vegetation on Plantagenet Location 6783 
A Notice of Intent to clear native vegetation 'on Location 6783, Branson Road, Shire of 
Plantagenet was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) by the 
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation (Commissioner) in February 1996 in accordance 
with the requirements of Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act. The amount of native 
vegetation originally proposed to be cleared on Location 6783 was between 300 and 400 
hectares (ha). The proposal has since been modified so that the amount of native vegetation to 
be cleared has been reduced to 250 ha. 

The EPA set the level of environmental impact assessment at CER on the 2 April 1996 due to 
concerns that the clearing may have a significant effect on salinity, Declared Rare Flora and 
vegetation communities with high species diversity. 

The method of preparing a CER document for a proposal to clear native remnant vegetation on 
private land in the agricultural region differs from the normal process set out in the 
Environmental Impact Assessment Administrative Procedures (1993). A CER document for a 
land clearing proposal is prepared in the accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) for the protection of remnant vegetation on private land in the agricultural region of 
Western Australia. 

Memorandum of Understanding 
The aim of the MOU is to implement a system of evaluating land clearing proposals for 
agricultural purposes in Western Australia in which: 

a range of natural resource conservation issues are considered in one streamlined 
process; 

landholders and the general public can be confident that there are clear and objective 
criteria in place against which proposal are evaluated; and 

expedited procedures ensure that proposals are treated speedily, with the requirements 
of a range of Acts and authorities being brought together into one streamlined process. 

The streamlined assessment process set out in the MOU requires that the CER comprise of the 
following documents: 

Environmental Protection Authority Preliminary Assessment Report; 

Correspondence from the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation 
(Commissioner) referring the proposal to the Environmental Protection Authority; 



Propoflent' s Notice of Intent to Clear Land on Plantagenet Location 6783; 

Report from the Commissioner 

Advice from the Water and Rivers Conmiission 

Report from the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation. 

Please note that while the EPA was preparing this CER, which is the first of such documents to 
be prepared in accordance with the MOU, it was found that the order of the above 
documentation as set out in the MOU has required some modification so that it is presented in a 
comprehensible order..This has not changed the intent of the MOU or the outcome of the EPA's 
assessment. 

Status of the EPA Preliminary Assessment Report 
The EPA has received and considered advice from the: 

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation; 

Agriculture Western Australia; 

Botanist Dr Gillian Craig 

Department of Conservation and Land Management; and 

Water and Rivers Commission; 

This advice has been considered by the EPA in its preliminary assessment. 

The EPA's Preliminary Assessment Report contained in this CER outlines the environmental 
factors considered and assessed by the EPA's in the preliminary assessment of the proposal. 
The EPA's assessment has been based on the best information available to the EPA at this stage 
of the formal assessment process. 	 - 

The EPA will consider submissions received during the consultative review period of this 
proposal and will further assess the proposal taking into account the information provided in 
these submissions. The EPA will then finalise its report and forward it to the Minister for the 
Environment. 

An invitation from the EPA to make a submission on this proposal is contained in this report. 



INVITATION 

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) invites people to make a submission on this 
proposal. 

The Consultative Environmental Review (CER) proposes clearing of native vegetation on 
Plantagenet Location 6783 Branson Road, Shire of Plantagenet. In accordance with the 
Environmental Protection Act, a CER has been prepared which describes this proposal and its 
likely effects on the environment. The CER is available for a public review period of 4 weeks 
from 18 August 1997 closing on 12 September 1997. 

Comments from government agencies and from the public will assist the EPA to prepare 
a final assessment report. 

Why write a submission? 

A submission is a way to provide information, express your opinion and put forward your 
suggested course of action - including any alternative approach. It is useful if you indicate any 
suggestions you have to improve the proposal. 

All submissions received by the EPA will be acknowledged. Submissions will be treated as 
public documents unless provided and received in confidence subject to the requirements of the 
Freedom of Information Act, and may be quoted in full or in part in each report. 

Why not join a group? 

If you prefer not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining with a group or 
other groups interested in making a submission on similar issues. Joint submissions may help 
to reduce the workload for an individual or group, as well as increase the pool of ideas and 
information. If you form a small group (up to 10 people) please indicate all the names of the 
participants. If your group is larger, please indicate how many people your submission 
represents. 

Developing a submission 

You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in the CER or the 
specific proposals. It helps if you give reasons for your conclusions, supported by relevant 
data. You may make an important contribution by suggesting ways to make the proposal 
environmentally more acceptable. 

When making comments on specific proposals in the CER: 

clearly state your point of view; 

indicate the source of your information or argument if this is applicable; 

suggest recommendations, safeguards or alternatives. 



Points to keep in mind 

By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your submission to be 
analysed: 

attempt to list points so that issues raised are clear. A summary of your submission is 
helpful; 

refer each point to the appropriate section, chapter or recommendation in the CER; 

if you discuss different sections of the CER, keep them distinct and separate, so there is 
no confusion as to which section you are considering; 

attach any factual information you may wish to provide and give details of the source. 
Make sure your information is accurate. 

Remember to include: 

your name, 
address, 
date; and 
whether you want your submission to be confidential. 

The closing date for submissions is: 12 September 1997 

Submissions should be addressed to: 	 • 

Environmental Protection Authority 
Westralia Square 
141 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 	• 

Attention: 	Gary Williams 
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1. Introduction and background 

This report provides the Environmental Protection Authority's (EPA) preliminary assessment 
on the environmental factors relevant to the proposal to clear 250 ha of native vegetation on 
Plantagenet Location 673 Branson Road, Shire of Plantagenet. The amount of native 
vegetation originally proposed to be cleared on Location 6783 was 300-400 ha. The proposal 
has since been modified so that the amount of native vegetation to be cleared has been reduced 
to 250 ha. 

The proposal to clear Location 6783 has been assessed in accordance with the principles that 
have since been included in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which was adopted by 
the following government authorities and agencies on the 7 March 1997: 

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation; 

Environmental Protection Authority;' 

Department of Environmental Protection; 

Agriculture Western Australia; 

Department of Conservation and Land Management; and 

Water and Rivers Commission 

Location 6783 is located approximately 70 kms north east of Albany, immediately south of the. 
Stirling Range National Park (Appendix 1: Figure la). 

The Notice of Intent to clear Location 6783 was referred to the EPA by the Commissioner in 
February 1996 for environmental impact assessment (Document 2). The level of assessment 
was set at CER by the EPA on the 4 April 1996. 

The proponent and owner of the property is Aldis Nominees Pty Ltd. 

The proposal 

The proponent proposes to clear 250 ha (21% of total property area) of native vegetation on 
Location 6783. The property has a total area of 1182 ha of which 340 ha (29%) is currently 
cleared. It is proposed to retain 589 ha (50%) of the property as native vegetation (Document 
2). 

Further details on the proposal are given in the Report from the Commissioner of Soil and Land 
Conservation (Document 3). 

3. Environmental factors 

3.1 Relevant environmental factors 

The environmental factors considered by the EPA to be relevant to the proposal are as follows: 

Water; 
Wetlands; 
Declared Rare and Priority Flora; 
Specially Protected (Threatened) Fauna; and 
Vegetation communities 

The relevant environmental factors are discussed below and summarised in Appendix 2: Table 
1. 



The EPA considers that Water and Wetlands are the only two factors where thee is sufficient 
information for the EPA to discuss the issues in enough detail to form a position. A vegetation 
survey and other additional information would need to be available before the other factors 
could be assessed. 

However, enough is known about the factors Water and Wetlands for the EPA to form the 
opinion that the proposal can not meet the environmental objectives and thus should not 
proceed. The EPA has decided that additional information about the remaining factors (c), (d) 
and (e) above, is not required unless the Minister for the Environment determines that the 
assessment of these remaining factors was required before a decision on the proposal could be 
made. 

3.2 Water 

Aspects of water 

Location 6783 is situated on a sandplain between the Stirling. Range and the coast. The 
sandplain is internally drained meaning that there are no watercourses taking surface runoff out 
of the area (Appendix 1 Figures 1 a & 1 b). Depressions in the area hold water during the winter, 
where it partly evaporates and partiy recharges the groundwater (Ferdowsian et al 1996). 

The northern half of Location 6783 is situated above a stagnant local aquifer and the southern 
half of the property is situated above a regional aquifer. Water quality in both aquifers is saline 
(>1O,000mgIL TSS) (Document 4:. Attachment 2). 

Advice from a number of agencies has been provided: 

Department of Environmental Protection 
The DEP appointed Ms Gillian Craig to provide an initial assessment report of the clearing 
proposal. Ms Craig's report states that "surface expression of salinity can be seen in the Yate 
Swamps near the property. The whole region is experiencing increasing salinity and rising 
water tables and eventually large areas of the National Park and the property adjoining the 
eastern boundary of Location 6783 will become salt affected" (Document 4: Attachment 3). 

Agriculture Western Australia 
The comments by Ms Craig are supported by a report prepared by Agriculture Western 
Australia's hydrologist which states that a salinity risk is present in depressions and swamps in 
the locality (Document 4: Attachment 2). These depressions act as evaporation pans and further 
clearing of deep rooted native vegetation will cause groundwater levels to rise so that more and 
more wetlands will become discharge sites, becoming brackish before turning saline. 

The majority of the groundwater passes through the depressions and wetlands and eventually 
enters the large salt lake situated to the east of Location 6783 in the Stirling Range National Park 
(Appendix 1: Figures la and ib). Although this lake is already saline the rising groundwater 
level will cause salinity to spread and impact on the vegetation on the fringes of the lake, within 
the National Park. 

The hydrologist has also advised that the groundwater level is approximately 15 metres below 
the surface of Location 6783 where there is remnant vegetation. The groundwater level would 
be much closer to the surface in those areas where the vegetation has been cleared. 

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation 
The Commissioner has advised that the groundwater in the local and regional aquifers is rising 
by approx 200 mm per year and the proposed clearing on Location 6783 will impact on the rate 
at which groundwater will rise if appropriate farm management practices are not used to reduce 



recharge. It i& estimated that the proposed land clearing represents approximately 3% of the 
regional aquifer and could result in a 6 mm per year rise in groundwater levels below Location 
7683 without successful farm management (Document 4). 

It is important to note that the groundwater level is currently rising at 200 mm per year and will 
continue to rise at this rate, due to the amount of vegetation that has already been cleared in the 
catchment. Groundwater rising at this rate will impact on the nature conservation values of 
wetlands and remnant vegetation without any further clearing. 

Some of the salinity on the property which adjoins the eastern boundary of Location 6783, is 
due to clearing and present farm management on that property. The problems on this property 
would be compounded if excessive clearing occurred on Location 6783. Native vegetation 
around the wetland on Location 6783 should not be cleared to minimise runoff and recharge 
into the aquifer (Document 4; Attachment 2). 

The Commissioner has concluded "that land degradation (including salinity) is not likely to 
result if Location 6783 is cleared and vegetation retained in accordance with the Agreement to 
Reserve" (Document 4). 

The Commissioner has advised that the following farm management practices can be 
implemented on Location 6783 to minimise the impact of the proposed land clearing on 
groundwater recharge and groundwater quality: 

construct interceptor drains; 
phase cropping using lucerne and cereals in rotation; 
retain remnant vegetation surrounding the wetlands; and 
fence off remnant vegetation. 

These management procedures are not imposed as legally binding conditions by the 
Commissioner. However, the proponent has made commitments to undertake a number of these 
management procedures. 

It should be noted that the Commissioner's advice is provided in accordance with the provisions 
of the Soil and Land Conservation Act which is intended to prevent and mitigate land 
degradation where it may impact on the future use of the land. In rural areas 'future land use' is 
interpreted as meaning agriculture. 

This is an important distinction when considering the Commissioner's advice. The 
Commissioner has advised that the proposal will not cause land degradation on future 
agricultural landuses. This should not be interpreted to mean that the proposal will not impact 
on nature conservation values. Based on the advice provided by the Commissioner, 
groundwater levels and salinity are increasing and will impact on nature conservation values. 
The proposed clearing on Location 6783 may compound these problems in the catchment. The 
Environmental Protection Act provides the only statutory mechanism for protecting certain 
nature conservation values. 

It should also be noted that the Commissioner does not give approval for land clearing but 
identifies areas to be protected from clearing to prevent land degradation. This restricts the 
ability of the Commissioner to retain vegetation to protect nature conservation values. 

Water and Rivers Commission 
The Water and Rivers Commission (WRC) has advised that the area where the property is 
located is relatively flat and has a low groundwater gradient and is clearly subject to a salinity 
risk. There is no evidence to suggest that the management proposed by the property owner and 
Agriculture Western Australia are likely to counteract the affect of clearing deep rooted 
vegetation (Document 5). 



Assess me nL 

The area considered for,  assessment of this relevant environmental factor includes the 
catchments for the local (10,000 ha) and regional (greater than 30,000 ha) aquifers in which 
Location 6783 is situated. 

It is important to note that the groundwater level is already rising and will continue to rise due to 
the amount of land that has already been cleared in the catchment. The proposed clearing on 
Location 6783 is predicted to increase the rate at which the groundwater level will rise and 
increase salinity if farm management procedures are not successful. 

The EPA's objective in regard to this environmental factor is to "ensure that clearing does not 
result in changes in groundwater levels that could lead to salinity". 

In addition to this objective the EPA has an important role to play in the implementation of the 
Salinity Action Plan. Salinity has been identified as one of the State's most critical 
environmental problems. The Salinity Action Plan states that remnant vegetation protection and 
management will be a significant component of salinity control systems. 

The EPA notes that: 

the groundwater level is currently rising by approximately 200mm per year in the 
catchments in which Location 6783 is situated and will continue to rise at this rate; 

there is no overall catchment management strategy in place to attempt to halt the rise; 

(é) 	the proposed land clearing represents 3% of the catchment and is large enough to affect 
recharge. The proposed land clearing may increase the rate at which groundwater level 
below the property rises by a further 6 mm, per year. 

the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation has advised that the proposed clearing 
will not cause land degradation to impact on future agricultural landuses; and 

rising groundwater and increasing salinity resulting from the proposed land clearing may 
impact on nature conservation values in other parts of the catchment, including the 
Stirling Range National Park. 

Having particular regard to: 

the current rate at which groundwater levels are rising in the catchments in which 
Location 6783 is situated; 

the advice from AgWA that the proposed clearing may increase the rate at which 
groundwater level below the property rises; and 

the likelihood that the rising groundwater will lead to increasing salinity and this will 
impact on nature conservation values in other parts of the catchment, including the 
Stirling Range National Park, 

The EPA concludes that: 

the rising groundwater levels and increasing salinity in the catchment are likely to impact 
on native vegetation; and 

there is an unacceptable risk that the proposed clearing on Location 6783 will contribute 
to these problems of rising groundwater levels and increasing salinity. 

The proposal relies heavily on the successful implementation of farm management procedures 
to prevent an increase in salinity. In general the EPA does not support land clearing in 
catchments where (i) groundwater is already rising at a substantial rate, (ii) salinity is evident 



and (iii) there.is no overall catchment management strategy in place to attempt to halt the rise in 
groundwater levels. 

The proposal relies heavily on the implementation of successful farm management procedures 
to prevent an increase in water levels and salinity in a catchment where wetlands are already 
affected by rising water levels and salinity. There is no evidence to suggest that these 
management procedures will work and if they were not implemented by the proponent or were 
unsuccessful there may be an unacceptable impact on wetlands from an increase in groundwater 
levels and salinity. 

It is the EPA' s opinion that it is unlikely that the objective for this relevant factor would be met 
if native vegetation on Location 6783 was cleared. For the EPA's objective to be met no further 
vegetation should be cleared within the catchments in which Location 6783 is located. Given the 
rising water table, action to arrest this increase also needs to be taken. 

3.3 Wetlands 

Aspects of wetlands 

Advice from a number of agencies has been provided: 

Department of Environmental Protection 
There are a number of small Yate swamps located in the south east corner of Location 6783 as 
well as on the adjoining property to the east (Appendix: Figure lb). Surface expression of 
salinity can be seen in these Yate Swamps near the property. (Document 4: Attachment 3). 

Agriculture Western Australia 
The groundwater level is rising and will continue to rise due to the amount of land that has 
already been cleared in the catchment. The wetlands near Location 6783 act as evaporation 
pans, salinity will increase in these wetlands as the groundwater level continues to rise. Further 
clearing may increase groundwater levels and compound the salinity problem in these wetlands. 
(Document 4: Attachment 2). 

It is considered that the majority of the groundwater in the regional aquifer passes through the 
depressions near Location 6783 and eventually enters the large salt lake situated to the east 
within the Stirling Range National Park. Rising groundwater levels and salinity in the catchment 
will impact on this wetland (Appendix 1: Figure ib). 

Agriculture Western Australia has advised that additional runoff and groundwater recharge from 
the proposed clearing will be minimised if the native vegetation surrounding the wetlands on 
Location 6783 is not cleared. The proponent has advised that the native vegetation surrounding 
the wetlands will be retained (Document 4: Attachment 2). 

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation 
The Commissioner has advised that wetlands near Location 6783 have suffered substantial 
vegetation decline (death of Eucalyptus occidentalis) since clearing, due to rising groundwater 
tables and increasing salinity in the root zone. It is predicted that further clearing may increase 
salinity and further impact on the environment values of the wetlands. 

The Commissioner has also advised that the eutrophication potential of the wetlands as a result 
of the proposed clearing on Plantagenet Location 6783 is considered to be extremely low due to 
high phosphorus retaining ability of the soils (Document 4). 

CALM 
CALM has expressed concern at the likely impact that the proposed clearing may have on 
Pillenorup Swamp located within Stirling Range National Park. This wetland is of special 



interest as it iis one of only two semi permanent, unwooded, freshwater wetlands within the 
Park. No habitat of this quality is known south of the park in private property wetland 
(Document 4: Attachment 2). However, Ferdowsian has advised that the clearing is not likely to 
impact on Pillenorup Swamp (Document 4: Attachment 4). 

Water and Rivers Commission 
The WRC has advised that wetlands in the catchment are already suffering from the effects of 
increased salinity and the clearing proposal is likely to exacerbate this situation. Changes in 
hydrology may cause further decline in the condition of the vegetation around the wetlands in 
the catchment (Document 5). 

Assessment 

The area considered for assessment of this relevant environmental factor is the catchments for 
the local (10,000 ha) and regional aquifer in which Location 6783 is located. 

The EPA's objective in regard to this environmental factor is to "protect the environmental 
values and maintain or enhance key ecological functions of the wetlands." 

In addition to this objective the EPA is also aware of its responsibility to implement the Salinity 
Action Plan. The Action Plan states that more than 80% of stream riparian zones are seriously 
degraded by salinity. An aim of the Action Plan is to protect and restore high value wetlands 
and maintain natural diversity within the agricultural areas of the State. 

The EPA notes that:. 

the proposed land clearing represents 3% of the catchment and is large enough to affect 
recharge; 

the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation has advised that groundwater levels 
and salinity will continue to increase as a result of vegetation that has already been 
cleared in the catchment. 

rising groundwater levels and increasing salinity are impacting on the environmental. 
values of the wetlands within the catchment; 

the proposal may further impact on groundwater levels and water quality in the 
wetlands, particularly the wetland located to the east of Location 6783 in the Stirling 
Range National Park; 

In relation to the proposal the EPA also notes that: 

(c) 	the native vegetation around the wetlands in the south east corner of Location 6783 will 
be retained to minimise stormwater runoff and recharge; and 

Having particular regard to the: 

rate at which groundwater levels are rising in the catchments in which Location 6783 is 
situated; 

likelihood that the proposed land clearing may increase groundwater levels and salinity 
in the wetlands within the catchments; 

absence of a catchment management plan to reverse the trend of rising groundwater 
levels in the catchments; and 

adverse impact that the rate at which groundwater levels and salinity are already 
increasing is likely to have on the nature conservation values of wetlands and riparian 
vegetation. 



The EPA coneludes that there is: 

sufficient evidence to suggest that water quality in wetlands will continue to decline and 
water levels will continue to rise; and 

an unacceptable risk that the proposed clearing will contribute to these problems. 

The proposal relies heavily on the implementation of successful farm management procedures 
to prevent an increase in water levels and salinity in a catchment where wetlands are already 
affected by rising water levels and salinity. There is no evidence to suggest that these 
management procedures will work and if they were not implemented by the proponent or were 
unsuccessful there may be an unacceptable impact on wetlands from an increase in groundwater 
levels and salinity. 

It is the EPA's opinion that the proposed clearing may increase groundwater recharge and 
compound the spread of salinity in wetlands within the catchment and is likely to compromise 
the EPA's objective to protect the environmental values and maintain or enhance key ecological 
functions of the wetlands. For the EPA's objective to be met no further vegetation should be 
cleared within the catchment in which Location 6783 is located. This objective may notbe met if 
the water table continues to rise. Action needs to be taken to arrest this increase at a catchment 
level. 

4. Recommendations 

The EPA submits the following recommendations: 

Recommendation 

	

1. 	That the Minister for the Environment considers the report on the environmental factors 
of Water (Section 3.2) and Wetlands (Section 3.3) and the EPA objectives 

	

2. 	That the Minister for the Environment notes that it is the EPA's opinion that the proposal 
as presented is unlikely to meet the EPA's objectives in relation to:. 

Water; and 
Wetlands 

	

3. 	That the Minister for the Environment notes that the EPA has not considered the 
environmental factors of: 

Declared Rare and Priority Flora; 

Specially Protected (Threatened) Fauna; and 

Vegetation communities 

because there is presently insufficient information on each of them. 

	

4. 	That enough is known about the factors Water and Wetlands for the EPA to form the 
opinion that the proposal can not meet the environmental objectives and thus should not 
proceed. The EPA has decided that additional information about the remaining factors is 
not required unless the Minister for the Environment determines that the assessment of 
these remaining factors was required before a decision on the proposal could be made. 



5. 	That the Minister for the Environment note that if further assessment of the proposal is 
necessary so as to report on all of the environmental factors set out in Section 3.1 . the 
following surveys would need to be undertaken with further advice being sought from 
theEPA: 

a botanical survey to determine if there are DRF, Priority flora or rare plant 
communities present in those areas of Location 6783 proposed to be cleared; 

a survey to determine if there are vegetation communities on Location 6783 
which do not have 20% of their original occurrence represented in NPNCA 
National Parks, Nature Reserves or other Crown land and. Remnant Vegetation 
Protection Scheme covenants within a 15 km radius of Location 6783 of the 
property; and 

a fauna survey is required to determine if there are rare or threatened fauna 
species reliant on those areas proposed to be cleared. 
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Appendix 2 

Table 1 



Sheet 1 

Relevant Factor Environmental Objective Government agency comments Summary of DEP Recommendation 	- 

Water (salinity) Ensure that clearing does not The whole region is experiencing increasing salinity and rising water Rising groundwater levels are likely to impact on native 
result in changes in groundwater tables.(J Craig) vegetation. 
levels that could lead to salinity. 

The groundwater level is rising by approx 200mm/year.(AgWA) There is an unacceptable risk that the proposed clearing on 
Location 6783 will contribute to the rate at which groundwater is 
rising. 

The proposed clearing will have a 3% impact on the rate groundwater It is unlikley that the objective of the EPA for this relevant factor 
rise/year or 6mm per year.(AgWA) would be met if native vegetation on Location 6783 was cleared. 

Surface expression of salinity can be seen in the Yate Swamps near For the EPA's objective to met no further vegetationshouldbe 
the property. These swamps are a groundwater discharge points and cleared within the catchments in which location 6783 is located. 
clearing may compound the salinity problem.(AgWA)  

Some of the potential salinity on the adjoining property is due to 
clearing and present management. These problems would be 
compounded if excessive clearing occurs on Loc 6783 (AgWA). 

Eventually large areas of the adjoining property (Lpc 6784) to the east 
and the lake within the National Park will become salt affected. (J 
Craig) - 

Salinity is increasing in the wetlands in the area. Clearing may further 
compound these problems. (AgWA)  
Management of the subcatchment will dictate the extent of salinity. 

(AGWA)  

There is no evidence to suggest that the management proposed by the 
owner and AgWA is likley to counteract the effect of clearing deep 
rooted vegetation (WRC). 

Wetlands Protect the environmental values The main discharge site for the aquifer in this area is a salt lake 4km There is sufficient evidence to suggest that water quality in 
and maintain or enhance key to the east in the Stirling Range National Park AgWA). wetlands will continue to decline and water levels will continue to 
ecological functions of the rise. 
wetland. 

Yate swamps occur in the south east part of Loc 6783 (J Craig). There is an unacceptable risk that the proposed clearing will 
contribute to these problems. 

- Nearby swamps have suffered substantial vegetation decline since The proposed clearing may increase groundwater recharge and 
clearing.(AgWA) compound the spread of salinity in wetlands within the catchment 

and is likely to compromise the EPA objective. 

Relevant factors and summary of DEP recommendations 	Page 1 



Sheetl 

Eutrophication potential on this site is considered to be extremely low For the EPAs objective to be met no further vegetation should be 
due to high PRI levels, cleared within the catchment in which Location 6783 is situated. 

Salinity may increase in a salt lake located 4km to the east of Loc 
6783 in the Stirling Range National Park. (AgWA)  
AgWA has advised that the landclearing will cause groundwater 

- levels to rise and compound salinity in wetlands. 

The proposed clearing is likley to exacerbate the salinity 
problem. Changes in hydrology may cause further decline in the 
condition of the vegetation around the wetlands in the 
catchment. 

Declared Rare Protect Declared Rare and Based on nearby occurences on similar soil three declared rare flora, A botanical survey is required before the proposal can be 
and Priority Priority Flora, consistent with the four Priority 1 species and eight Priority 2 species may occur on the adequately assessed by the EPA to determine if there are DRF or 
Flora provisions of the Wildlife property (J Craig). Priority flora present in those areas of Location 6783 proposed to 

Conservation Act 1950. be cleared. 

The wetlands area is not being cleared where one of the DRF species Without a botanical survey there is an unacceptable risk that the 
may occur.(CALM). proposed clearing may endanger species of DRF or Priority flora 

that may be located on the property and compromise the EPAs 
objective. 

CALM found no DRF on the property during an inspection.(CALM). - 

A detailed botanical search has not undertaken.(AgWA)  
Declared Rare Protect Declared Rare or Three species of fauna classified as rare likely to become extinct may A fauna survey is required before the proposal can be adequately 
Fauna threatened fauna, consistent with be on the property including the Western Mouse, chuditch and white assessed by the EPA to determine if there are species of fauna 

the provisions of the Wildlife tailed black cockatoo.(J Craig) identified as rare or threatened on the property. 
Conservation Act 1950. 

Ensure the abundance, diversity, A detailed fauna survey would be required to adequately determine Without a fauna survey there is an unacceptable risk that the 
geographical distribution and the likely impact of clearing, proposed clearing may endanger fauna identified as rare or 
productivity of faunal threatened and compromise the EPA objectives. 
communities are protected. 

Vegetation Maintain the abundance, The property comprises a rich and floristically diverse sandplain flora. The proposed clearing may adversely impact on: rare vegetation 
communities diversity, sustainability, Although a detailed flora study would be required to determine this communities with high species diversity; vegetation communities 

geographic distribution and issue further.(AgWA) that support rare flora and fauna and compromise the EPA's 
productivity of vegetation objective in relation to these species and conservation values. 
communities. 

Relevant factors and summary of DEP recommendations 	Page 2 
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The existing vegetation does not form a viable corridor although it A botanical survey is required before the EPA can adequately 
has value as a stepping stone for fauna between major reserves determine if adequate representation of vegetation communities 
(J Craig). within a 15 km radius will be maintained and whether rare 

vegetation communities will be protected. 

There is no dieback evident on the property. (AgWA) The proposed clearing will significantly impact on the 
conservation values of native vegetation on Location 6783. 

The Stirling Range National Park which is nearby is heavily infected For the EPA's objectives to be met in relation to maintaining and 
with dieback. (AgWA) protecting vegetation conservation values no further vegetation on 

Location 6783 should be cleared: 

he value of the vegetation on the property is increased because it is 
isolated and disease free. (AgWA)  

The existing vegetation is in excellent condition and almost * 

completely weed free. (AgWA)  

Weed invasion from the cleared land is not expected.(AgWA)  
Native vegetation that is retained should be fenced off before grazing. 

(AgWA)  

The property contains significant communities of proteaceous heath. 
(AgWA)  

A comparison of vegetation types with nearby reserves has not been 
conducted.(AgWA)  

The proposed land clearing may cause salinity in the salt lake in the 
national park to spread. This will impact on native vegetation 
communities within the National Park. 

Relevant factors and summary of DEP recommendations 	Page 3 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Your Ref:95 
1236V01 POE 

Our Ref: 
Andrew Watson 

Enquiries: 
19 February 1996 

Date: 

Chief Executive Officer 	 2 !J 
Department of Environmental Protection 
Westralia Square Building 	 (4 
141 St George's Terrace 	 / 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: 	Ms E Bunbury 

NOTICE OF INTENT TO CLEAR - PLANTAGENET LOCATION 6783 

The Commissioner requests the Department of Environmental Protection to amend the list of 
properties brought to your attention, to now include the attached Notice of Intent to Clear 
Land (NOT). 

The NOT was.submitted by Graham Davies to clear approximately 300 hectares within 
Plantagenet Location 6783. The property is located on Branson Road, 70 km north east of 
Albany within the Shire of Plantagenet. 

This proposal has been assessed by Jill Lisson of the Albany District Office who has 
recommended that there be no objections to the clearing of 318.8 ha, as delineated on the 
attached plan and subject to an area of 518 ha be{ng retained and protected by an Agreement 
to Reserve with the Commissioner. Mr Davies has agreed to enter into an agreement with 
the Commissioner. 

The property has been inspected by the Department of Conservation and Land Management 
and a copy of their report is attached for your information. 

Would you please advise the Commissioner within 30 days whether there are any objections 
to the proposed clearing. If there is no response from you it will be assumed there are no 
objections to the proposal. 

Thank you for your assistance. If you wish to discuss this matter further please contact 
Andrew Watson on 368 3650 or Jill Lisson on (098) 420 500. 

Yours sincerely 

/ 

!k 

)Vio Iff,  
DEP 	Y COMMISSIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION 

Enc. 

3 BARON-HAY COURT SOUTH PERTH WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6151 
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SOIL AND LA CONSERVATION ACT 1945 irl 

[Regulation 4 (2)] 

- 	 NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CLEAR LAND 

ø- 

3JIJ 411 IA,1XAi1 YV.r. O.L.)J. 	 r.. 
i-,' CA - 

OR your local Department of Agriculture 	rr.k 1kiIX . 	4 
/ 

i 	 (fril name, block letters) 

of.. 	............................................................................................................(postal address) 

intend to clear about .................. .'.°.............................................................hectares of land 

in the Shire of 

Soil Conservation District 

comprising 

...............................................................(state soil type and type of vegetation) 

on Location Number ................... (see plan attached) 

in the ....................................................................................................Land District 

.kilometres 	 (north, south, east or west) 

of ................... .................... ....... ................................................................. s4n-g-or townsite 

commencing on or about .... . ................... ..L9P".................................................................. 

totalarea of location ...................................................................................................... 

area cleared at present ................................................................................................ 

1_4.-'o 	y 4/PI5 AVCS /'/ d(dSt 	T 	/4,V J)4I/E5 	 7j 

I am the owner/Iee*  of this land. (* Delete word not applicable) 

Signed ......... 	 Date 

Telephone 	.... 	 c 
C.  

Plan to be drawn (attached) to show position of the land to be cleared. Roads and numbers of 
adjoining locations are to be shown where possible. 

'(.- \ 	 55 	 / 	 . 	 S 

Return To: Commissioner of Soil Conservation 
Department of Agriculture 
Baron-Hay Court 
c'aThTrvt] flt'DVLT AW A 41 C1 



Fax from : 2583412 
	

23/81/96 18:12 P9: B 

LT. 37 

ORIINAL-NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE OF TITLES 

I 
REGISTER BOOK 

Transfer F4322 	WESTERN AUSTRAUA 	
VOL• 	OL 

VoTie 1551 FolIo 520 	 CI 1942 	814 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE. 	

1Il1JJfIllhIIPJJfl 
v' 	

UNDER THE TRANSFER OF LAND ACT, 1893" AS AMENDED 

cQu 	 . 
I certify that the person descrbed in the First Schedule hereto Is the regIstered pioçxistor of the widomisnttcrsed estate Is the 
undormenitoned land subject to the easements end encwttrances shown In the Second Schedule hereto. 

2 	 B > 	Dated 5th October, 1992 	 REGISTRAR OF TITLES 

ESTATE AND LAM) REFERRED TO 

Estate In fee silple In Plantagenet Location 6783, delineated on the map in the Third 
Schedule hereto, limited however to the natural surface and therefrom to a depth of 12.19 
metres. 

cri 	 FIRST SCHEDULE (continued overleaf) 

Aldis Nominees Pty. Ltd. of 14 Mlddléton Road, Albany. 

SECOND SCHEDULE (continued overleaf) 

1. f'*)RTGAGE F4323to Westpac Banking Corporation. Registered 5.10.92 at 8.45 hrs. 

THIRD SCHEDULE 

67 784 

NOTE: ENTRIES MAY BE AFFECTED BY SUBSEQUENT ENDORSEMENTS. 

 

cOPY OF ORIGINAL NOT TO O4 ,IJ  J05 



AqREEMENT TO RESERVE + 6184580 MN 6t84500 MN +1 
SOIL: AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT w 

BRANSON ROAD 

SECTION 30 
cli 

 N 0 

File 	951236V01P06 

The registered proprietors. Aldia Nomtneeo Pty Ltd of that land 
described as Plantagenet Location 6783 on the Certificate Of 
Title Volume 	1942 Folio 814 	recognise 	the value of sound land 
management practices and the 	value 	of protecting areas within 
the 	land described on 	this plan. 

6783 

The proprietors agree with the Commissioner of Soil and Land 
Conservation that to 	promote 	land conservation this 	area of 
land be reserved under Part IVA. Section 30 	C B 	C of the Soit 
and Land Conservation Act 1945. under the 	following conditions 

We: 	ALDIS NOMINEES PTY LTD 
I ProprIetors 01 the Land I 6782 6784 

Of: 	14 MDLTON ROAD 
ALBANY 	WA 	6330 
I Normal Postal Address I 

Agree 	to retain 589 heclares in perpetuity as shown on 
this plan as fenced areas.cross hatched brown and being 
partly within Plantagenet LocatIon 6783 

The area of land described above is to be adequately fenced 
prior to the introduction of stock and managed in such a way 
as to retain and promote 	the 	growth of native 	vegetation. 

OtRECTOR 	......... 	 DATE 	....../..../ 	19R6 

OIRECTOR ........ 	 DATE 	....../...../ 	16 

COYPANY SEC.....................DATE 	/ .........../ 	1996 2223. 7 H 
COt-PONY I 

I N 22 

N 	 I a- 
1 ml AC.RE(ICNT TO AESORVE IS 0001 STOvES AS A vElORI AL 00 THE CERTI FICOTE OF TI TOE I 22 . 22 

......................................DATE 	...... /...../1996 4- 	61 78800 MN 6178800 MN -f-- 
COt-oil SSt ONER OF SOIt. AND LANO CONSERVATI ON 

LEGEND: SURVEYED DOUNOARt ES 

VEGETAT4. S HA. 	0. 4. 	. 	 f1OADS 

AREA OF LOCATI ON - II 81.5632 HA 
AREA OF REII4I NI NO VEGETATI ON - 593. 5 HA. 	Sex 

hOIFI I. ALL FASUREIEN1S AND AREAS ARE ONLY APPRII51IwTE AND 
5LJECT TO 4-Si1E 005EOSRENT BY A 1.400 COOISERVATIc*a 
OFFICER FROM 600ICLLTLRE V. A. 

s.../\ 	WATERWAYS 
AREA OFK DANS 

AREA CLEARED - 588. 0632 HA. 	507 2. 510111 ZER 501 UP AvERAGE 00000 
OBJECTI ON TO . D.M CAPTURE SCALE OF CADASTRE I . 50 ata 

CAPTURE SCALE OF vEGETATION I . 25 BOO 248.6 HA. 	217 
s's.h 	SWAt-I'S METRES - DETAILS OF AERIAL PARTOGRAPIIT - 3221 NT BAIO(ER R00 

Im"Ci

Nfb BE RETAINED AND PROTECTED AS) 

NYE 
I 	I 

0 
I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 	I AIG latE - 50 600000 RE . 6182000 Md 2521 iii PONd. DEN 

0. BODEKER VEGETATION a 	589 HA. 	507 600 	1200 	1800 	2400 	3000 
ORIGINAL SCALE 1:30 000  

ORAAR 	BY 	..............................................DATE 	, ...../...../ 	I596 
- - 	EXt Sit NC INTERNAL FENd NO 5. STANTON 

CHEERED BY ...........................................DATE , ...../...../ 	1006 

96ALDN2.TR 12  DECEMBER 1996 FILE NO 	51236V0IPOE 
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REPORT FROM THE COMMISSIONER 

FROM: 	COMMISSIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION 

TO: 	 CHAIRMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY 

RE: 	 Aldis Nominees, Plantagenet Location 6783, Shire of Plantagenet 

This document supplies information relevant to the formal assessment of the proposal. 

1.0 	Method of Assessment 

Notice of Intention (NOT) to clear 300-400 hectares of land on Location 6783, Shire of 
Plantagenet, was received from Aldis Nominees, soil, landscape and vegetation mapping of the 
area was consulted in a desk top study to detèrminè key issues, and notification of the proposal 
was sent to relevant agencies, Shire of Plantagenet, and the Stirling Land Conservation District 
Committee. Following this an inspection of the site was conducted by an experienced land 
conservation officer. Subsequent inspections have been undertaken by CALM officers, and 
consultants working for the DEP on the development of clearing assessment procedures. An 
hydrological report has also been prepared for the property. 

The Deputy Commissioner subsequently determined that he was "currently of the opinion that 
land degradation is not likely to result if this location is cleared and vegetation retained, 
according to the attached Agreement to Reserve". 

2.0 	Description of the environment 

The property is located approximately 70kms north east of Albany, and just south of the Stirling 
Range National Park. The land slopes very gently to the south. Elongated sand dunes (Seifs - 
meaning sword like strips) pass through the location and are continuous through to Green range, 
25kms to the south. 

The area notified to be cleared is mallee-heath vegetation, with Banksia and Lambertia (chittick) 
on the sandier ridges, and small areas of Flat Topped Yate in the low lying depressions and,  
swamps. Parts have been roughly cleared in the past, and since regrown to near-original 
conditions. The property has surface and groundwater drainage to both the north and the south. 



3.0 	Identification of factors 

The following factors have been identified as relevant to this proposal. 

3.1 Regionaiprocesses 

3.1.1 WatEr 

From a regional assessment (Ferdowsian, 1996) groundwater trends in stagnant aquifers near the 
proposal are estimated to be rising by approximately 200mm per year, based on data collected 
since December 1988. Surface expression of salinity can be seen in Yate Swamps near the 
property. A hydrological report on the property prepared by Agriculture WA (Ferdowsian, 
20/11/96) has outlined the risks associated with current and increased levels of clearing in the 
district, including waterlogging and raised salinity levels affecting "closed depressions" adjoining 
the property, and impacts on a salt lake some 4kms to the east, in Stirling Range Nation Park. 
Limited clearing, construction of interceptor drains and high water use phase cropping farming 
systems are suggested to limit the recharge that would occur on Location 6783 following 
clearing. 

3.1.2 Soil 

Although wind erosion is common in the area, and parts of the property have deep sand ridges, 
Agriculture WA assessing officers consider that if clearing is limited as set out in the ATR wind 
erosion hazards are "negligible" (Lisson and Shanhun, 12/7/96). Due to the flat terrain water 
erosion is not considered to be an issue. 

3.1.3 Corridors/Buffers 

The subject land does not form part of a corridor between significant areas of vegetation within 
1 5kms. It does form part of a "stepping stone" between Stirling Range National Park and the 
South Stirling Nature Reserve, and as such clearing of the total area could decrease use by some 
species, such as White Tailed Black Cockatoos. 

3.1.4 Aesthetics/Cultural 

Information is not currently available on the extent to which the proposal would impact on 
landscape values, special physiological features, aboriginal sites, or heritage sites. The land is 
visible from the Stirling Range National Park, but if cleared it would not differ from the rest of 
the agriculture landscape. 



3.2 	Representation 

3.2.1 Flora 

The area comprises a rich and floristically diverse sandplain flora. Assessment by Craig, based 
on nearby occurrences on similar soil types, determined that three declared flora species 
(Conoslylis misera, Daviesia harveyi and Drakaea confluens) could potentially occur on the 
land, along with four priority one flora, and eight priority two flora. Comment by CALM 
indicates that any Conostylis misera occurrence would be in the swampier ground which is not 
to be cleared in the current proposal. 

3.2.2. Plant Communities 

While the property contains significant communities of proteaceous heath; comparison of 
vegetation types with nearby reserves has not been conducted. 

3.2.3 Diversity 

Detailed flora and fauna survey would be required to further determine this issue. 

3.2.4 Wetlands 

Nearby swamps have suffered substantial vegetation decline since clearing (death of Eucalyptus 
occidentalis). Hydrological examination has shown a salinity risk is present for depressions and 
swamps in the locality, and for a salt lake 4 kilometers to the east, in the Stirling Range National 
Park (Ferdowsian, 1996). 

3.25 Regional representation 

Comparison of vegetation types with nearby reserves has not been conducted. Outline the extent 
to which the proposal would reduce to less than 20% the amount of any vegetation community 
remaining within 1 5kms (or lack of current information to adequately assess). 

3.2.6 Wildlife 

Comparison of soil and vegetation types fauna knowledge for the Stirling Range National parks 
suggests that the western mouse could occur in heathland taller shrubland on gravely and clayey 
soils. This habitat is present on the property in question. Additionally, it is understood that 
White Tailed Black Cockatoos make use of the area for feeding. Detailed fauna survey would be 
required to further determine this issue. 
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3.2.7 Habitats 

In the absence of more detailed flora and fauna studies, any significant impacts have not been 
identified. 

	

3.3 	Viability 

3.3.1 Area and shape 

The uncleared land in question is essentially a large square in shape. The proposed clearing 
pattern, while it will retain substantial areas of vegetation, will drastically increase the edge 
impacts on the remaining vegetation, making it less viable over time. 

3.3.2 Intactness 

The vegetation is in excellent condition. The land is intact apart from a number of tracks which 
have been recently cut through the cleared vegetation. Parts of the land have been roughly 
cleared in the past, but have substantially regrown to near original condition. 

3.3.3 Diseases and pests 

No significant plant diseases, such as dieback (PhytoptheTra spp.) appear to be present. This 
increases the value of the vegetation as an isolate, with the nearby Stirling Range National park 
being extensively infected with the disease. 

3.3.4 Invasive plants 

The existing vegetation is almost completely free of invasive weeds. Significant spread of 
invasive weeds from the cleared to the uncleared land is not expected. 

3.3.5 Adjacent uses 

The surrounding land uses are currently all agricultural, with the only impact from the clearing 
likely to be small increases in water table rise and subsequent salinity as outlined earlier. 

	

4.0 	Consultative processes 

There have been numerous contacts and discussion made relative to this proposal, both with the 
proponent and with other interested parties. They are summarized in the table. 



hi 

30/10/95 	Notice of Intent submitted 
30/10/95 	Site inspection conducted by land conservation officer, in conjunction with 

owner 
15/12/95 	CALM officers inspect site, in conjunction with owner 
19//96 	DEP notified of proposal 
19/2/96 	Letter of objection from Deputy Commissioner to proponent halts proposal 

while further information is collected 
April 1996 EPA sets formal level of assessment 
3 0/5/96 	Proponent meets with EPA 
7/6/96 	Chairman EPA and Agriculture WA Land Conservation Officer meets 

landholder on site 
27/6/96 	DEP consultants inspect site and prepare report as part of constancy to define 

firm evaluation criteria relevant to this and similar proposals 
20/11/96 	AgWA Research Hydrologist provides overview report on the proposal 
19/12/96 	Deputy Commissioner informs EPA that he is "currently of the opinion that 

land degradation is not likely to result if the locations is cleared......according 
to the attached ATR". 

5.0 	Evaluation of proposal 

Current hydrological advice is that salinity may be manageable if clearing was restricted to 
certain areas, as set out in the attached draft Agreement to Reserve, and if ongoing management 
conditions reducing the expected impacts are adhered to by the proponent. 

References 

Ferdowsian, R., McFarlane, D J, Ryder, A T., Wetlands on tertiary sandplains need to be 
managed to reduce secondary salinity, in proceedings of the 4th National Workshop on the 
productive use and Rehabilitation of Saline Lands., March 1996. 

Attachments 

The following documents were received during assessment by the Commissioner. 

Attachment 1 Land Assessment Report completed by Agriculture WA Land 
Conservation Officer 

Attachment 2 Agriculture WA Hydrology report 
Attachment 3 Property Report Form completed by DEP consultant 
Attachment 4 Written advice from CALM 
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File: 951236 
File: ARO 668/95 

Date 12 July 1996 

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation 
Agriculture Western Australia 
Baron-Hay Court 
SOUTH PERTH WA 6151 

Document 4: Attachment 1 
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Ii tLrLrL_Ju 
STATUTORY CONTRO(.S GROUP 

Agriculture Western Australia 
P.O. Box 1231 
Bunbury 
W.A. 6231 

LAND ASSESSMENT REPORT - Graham Ross Davies 
LOCATION - Plantagent 6783 

1. SUMMARY & 2. INTRODUCTION 

The landholder has submited an NOT to clear approximately 300-400 ha. This land 
was subject to a previous NOT when it was owned by a Mr Branson. Kevin Shanhun 
was involved in an interim assessment. However as the location was to be sold the 
application was withdrawn. 

This property is situated just south of the Stirling Range National Park and has been 
subject to an inspection from officers of the Albany Regional Office. The Stirling 
LCDC and CALM have been notified and have responded to Albany office. 
Inspection has shown that approximately 320 ha of land is suitable to clear under the 
current clearing guidelines. (See section 8). 

All relevant information has been forwarded to the Statutory Controls Group and is 
currently on file. As the area notified to be cleared was 300 - 400 ha, the NOl was 
directed to DEP for comment. The EPA have inspected the site and are currently 
preparing draft Consultative Environmental Review guidelines for all clearing 
assessments referred to the DEP. This NOT is being used as a case study for this 
process. 

3. 	LANDHOLDER DETAILS: 

3.1 	Full name(s): 
	

Graham Ross Davies 

3.2 Company name: 
	

Aldis Nominees Pt' Ltd 

3.3 	Postal Address: 
	

14 Middleton Rd Albany WA 6330 

3.4 	Telephone: 
	

098 413336 

I 

3.5 	Date notice was received: 
	

30 October 1995 



* 	

•0 
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4. 	PROPERTY DETAILS 

4..1 Land District: 	 Plantagenet 

4.2 	Location Number: 	6783 

4.3 	Proposed Land Use: 	Cropping initially, eventually some stocking 

4.4 Agriculture WA Office: 	Albany 

4.5 Shire: 	 Plantagenet 

4.6 LCDC Name: 	 Stirling LCDC 

4.7 	Location from nearest centre: Approx.70 km North East of Albany 

4.8 	Map sheet: 	 Noorubup 2528 IV, & Chester Pass 2529 III 
AMGref: 	 6182000mN 	606000mE 
Aerial photography details: Mt Barker 1993 Run 14 5029, 5030 

Run 15 5102, 5103 
4.9 	Average Annual Rainfall: 	450 mm 

4.10 Other Aspects 

Location within a WRC Controlled Catchment 	 No 
Location within the Peel Harvey Catchment 	 No 

4.11 Plans/Documents attached: -All plans, documents, written correspondence in 
on file in the South Perth office 

5. 	INSPECTION DETAILS: 

5.1 	Assessment type: Clearing Assessment 

5.2 	Date of property inspection: 30 November 1995 

* 	 5.3 Name of inspecting Officer(s): Kevin Shanhun - Albany RLCO 
Jillian Lisson - Albany LCO 
Graham & Sybil Davies - Landholders 

C:NOICLEAR\DAVIES41)OC 
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----------------------------------------------------- 

6 	AREAS (CONTIGUOUS HOLDING) 	 % of Property 
--------------------------------------------------------- 	---------------------- 

6.1 Current cleared area: 1223 ha 50% 

6.2 Current uncleared area: 1233 ha 50% 

6.3 Area already fenced: ha % 

6.4 Area notified 300-400 ha 16% 

6.5 Area to be cleared: 320 ha 13% 

6.6 Remnant vegetation (unprotected) ha % 

6.7 Area already protected (SCN, ATR, CC,): Nil 0% 

6.8 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Area to be protected (ATR) 519 ha 21% 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL AREA OF PROPERTY 2456 ha 100% 

The Notice of Intent is for Plantagenet Location 6783 (total of 1182 ha, 839 ha is 
remnant vegetation), and the landholder owns the adjacent property Plantagenet 
Location 6782 (total of 1274 ha, 400 ha remnant vegetation). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

EXISTING VEGETATED AREAS 	 % Vegetated 

Shire: (Shire table - RV + PUB column). 	 40.3 % 
Sub-catchment: (confluence of 2 of the 1st well defined drainage lines) 	% 
Larger Catchment: (eg Scott River) 	 >20% 
Property: 	 71% 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LAND CAPABILITY, DEGRADATION AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

8.1 	Land capability 

The area proposed for clearing consists mainly of mallee Eucalypt spp, other 
vegetation consists of Banksia spp and chittick on the sandy ridges, and Melaleauca 
spp and Eucalyptus occidentalis (Flat topped Yate) on the low lying depressions and 
swamps. 

C:\NO1CLEARDAVlES4.DOC  
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The slope of the land has a 'very gentle slope to the south, away from the Stirling 
Range National Park, with many pockets of land with minimal slope, and has shallow 
depressions and some seasonal swamps. 
Soil types consisted of sandy gravels over clay to a depth of 20-30 cm, where - 
clearing is proposed. The area consists of sandy ridges, and clay based swamps and 
depressions which have been identified as areas to be protected by way of an ATR, 

8.2 	Field assessment of land degradation 

Both the landholder and the inspecting officers have identified the areas which are 
not suitable to clear and would result in degradation if cleared. These areas are 
identified as areas to be protected by an ATR. 

The remaining areas which are suitable to clear, are at low risk of degradation 
The severest land degradation hazard likely to affect the proposed clearing areas if 
they are developed for agriculture issalinity. 

Risk of land degradation: 

Wind erosion:- 
Given the soil types present on this location, wind erosion hazards are considered 
negligible, given that large belts of remnant vegetation will remain even after taking 
into consideration individual management factors such as overgrazing orharsh 
climatic conditions such as below average annual rainfall. 

Water erosion 
Water erosion is not likely, the land identified to be cleared consists of flat to gently 
undulating slopes. 

Eutrophication 
Eutrophication potential on this site is considered to be extremely low, as the soil 
types are considered to have a high Phosphorous Retention Index and therefore 
readily able to adsorb nutrients and retain same in situ. Sufficent vegetation buffers 
have been identified to be maintained around the existing wetlands. In addition, 
there is very limited potential for water to transport soil and nutrients into major 
drainage systems, even from extreme rainfall events, due to the landform patterns in 
this area. 

Salinity 
It has been identified the the proposed clearing will have an impact on the 
groundwater tables of this area. This has recently been quantified by Ruhi 
Ferdowsian (Hydrogeologist, Albany Regional Office). As per previous 
correspondence forwarded to the Commissioner, the potential impact on the 
groundwater tables and hence salinity of the low lying swamps and land has been 
estimated. 
Given that the property is above a stagnant aquifer and the area is estimated to be 
10,000 ha, if 300 ha is to be cleared this will have up to a 3% impact on the rate of 
ground water rise per year. (This assumes agricultural practices undertaken do not 
utilized any of the annual rainfall). 

C:\NOICLEARDAVIES4.DQC  



A nearby borehole has shown that there is a rate of rise of the ground water of 20 cm 
per year, if the rate of rise is similar below Mr Davies property, the impact of the 
clearing could be an extra 0.6cm per year. 
The quality of the groundwater is saline the estimates of salinity are given in Ruhi 
Ferdowsians report (> 10,000 mgfL TSS). 

8.3 Management 

PROPOSAL: Clearing land identified as suitable to clear as per the Land Clearing 
Guidelines. 
INTENDED LAND USE: Cropping and eventually grazing. 
POTENTIAL LAND DEGRADATION: Minimal as stated above in Section 8.2. 

Mr Davies intends to use best management practices on his properties as per AgWA 
recommendations. le. Minimum tillage and stubble retention. 

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL 

The issue of Nature Conservation has not been addressed and is one of the issues 
which DEP will be addressing within their guidelines. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The subject land has been identified as suitable to clear according to the current Land 
Clearing Guidelines. If acceptable under the DEP Clearing Guidelines, and provided 
the Con-imissioner accepts the impact of clearing on the groundwater table, it is 
recommended that this proposal be accepted. Out of 2456 ha of land in total on 
these two locations will remain some 913 ha (37 %) of indigenous vegetation, of 
which 513 ha (43.4 %) is subject to an ATR on Plantagenet Location 6783, the 
property relative to this particular NOI.. 

-------------- 

.1 --------------------- 

DIS,CT LAND CONSERVATION OFFICER 

---------------- 4  ----- CX --- ------------------------ ----
REGIONAL LAND CONSERVATION OFFICER 

C:\N01CLEARDAVIES4.D0C  
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Agriculture 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

3 BARON-HAY COURT SOUTH PERTH WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6151 PHONE: (09) 368 3282 FAX: (09) 368 3654 

Our Ref 	951236V01P0E 
Enquiries 	: 	Mr John Duff, Tel. (09) i68 3282 
Date 	: 	19 December 1996 

Mr Ray Steedman 
Chairman 
Enviromental Protection Authority 
"Westralia Square" 
141 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

Dear Mr Steedman 

G. DAVIES - CLEARING PROPOSAL PLANTAGENET LOCATION 6783 

Please find attached a copy of a Hydrologist's report on Mr Davies' Branson Road Notice of 
Intent to Clear. It is my understanding that this proposal is currently the subject of a CER. 

Based on this report, and other advice received, I wish to advise that the Commissioner is 
currently of the opinion that land degradation is not likely to result if this location is cleared 
and vegetation retained, according to the attached Agreement to Reserve (ATR) plan. I have 
informed Mr Davies of this opinion and I enclose a copy of the letter to him for your 
information. 

Mr Davies advised me that he had received a draft copy of a Consultative Environmental 
Review, however, he had not subsequently received any further advice. Isuggest that written 
advice be provided to Mr Davies on the status of the CER. 

If you have any further queries in regard to this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me 
on 368 3282. 

Yours sincerely 

John DuffV I
DEPUTYISIONER 
SOIL AN 'ONSERVATJON 

Att. 

cc: 	Mr Davies 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION 

C:DOSSTEED.DOC Jill 



Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, 
Agriculture WA, 
South Perth 
Attention: Andrew Watson 

Z 	 - ---- 	 1' '? 
-- 	

0 

/ . . 3,6  

_-/ 

90 
/ 

RE: Clearing on Plantagenet Location 6783, South Stirling, Mr. G.R.4'lDavies 
property 

Background 
During 1994 and 1995, we studied a section of the sand plain that covers 
south and west of the Stirling Ranges and includes Location 6783. The study 
results were reported in the 4th,  National Conference on the Productive Use 
and Rehab.ilitation of Saline Land (Conference Proceedings,1996). That 
report explains geology, aquifers, recharge and the rising trend of 
groundwater levels in that area. Additional information have been obtained by 
interpreting 1993 coloured aerial photographs and 1:50,000 maps of the 
region that include Location 6783. My comments are as follows: 

Site assessment 
The northern half of Location 6783 has shallow Tertiary silt and fine sand 
over granitic material. The aquifers in these areas are local. The local 
aquifers in these areas, flow eastwards into the northern parts of Location 
6784 (Figure 1). The salinity problem in a local aquifer is on-site issue and 
management of the sub-catchments dictate the extent of their salinity. The 
depressions and floors of the areas which have local aquifers would 
eventually become salt-affected (Figure 1). The receiving areas for surface 
and groundwaters, are in Location 6784. These are closed depressions 
and swamps that would probably become salt-affected. These closed 
depressions would act as evaporation pans. While some of the 
groundwater may evaporate from the surface of these depressions, the 
bulk of groundwater would by pass these depressions and eventually enter 
a large Salt Lake that is further east (4km east; in National Pla 
The aquifer in the southern parts of Location 6783 is a regj 	c?l\ 
extends east, west and south. This aquifer in most areas/s furtiar1. 
Formation which includes a layer of coarse sand at dept .lthough the ' 
coarse sand has high hydraulic conductivity, movement f g te 
slow due to low hydraulic gradient. Thus the groundwate levels would 
continue to rise even after few discharge sites are forme 
The floor level of the Salt Lake which is 4km further easts 
and 1 60m (AHD). These levels are lower than the discharge sif'ich 
are 15km south-west of Location 6783 and close to the Kalgan River. 
Thus the main discharge site for the regional aquifer, in this area, is the 
Salt Lake. 
the regional aquifer has a low gradient and flows slowly towards the Salt 
Lake. As groundwater levels rise, top of the regional aquifer will intercept 
the depressions and change them to evaporation pans and salt-affected 
areas. Eventually large areas in Location 6784 and some areas in the 
National Park would become salt-affected. 



* . Sometf the potential salinity on Location 6784 is due to clearing and the 
present management on that Location. These problems would be 
compounded if excessive clearing occurs in Location 6783. 
there is a closed depression in south-east of Location 6783. I feel this 
depression is a collecting and despatching point for the surface as well as 
groundwater that flows from west and north to east. Areas around and 
east of this sump should not be cleared to reduce runoff and recharge: 
Wind erosion is another problem in this area. There are elongated sand 
dunes (Seifs; meaning sword like strips) that pass through this Location 
and end up in Green Range which is >25 km south-east of Location, 6783. 
Clearing of sand dunes and large blocks may cause wind erosion. 

Suggestions 
Based on the above arguments I support only limited and conditional 
clearing: 
* Clearing should be subject to construction of well-designed interceptor 

drains to remove excess water and reduce recharge. 
* While clearing, any land which is within the approved areas for clearing 

and has deep white sand should not be cleared. 
* Continuous cropping will have continuous recharge. A phase cropping is 

the best management option to reduce recharge. In areas that have low 
rainfall and low rates of recharge (<40mm) farmers have managed to 
control the extent of soil salinity by phase cropping. Phase cropping is a 
rotation in which a few years of cropping (cereals or pulses) are followed 
by a few years of pasture (Lucerne and other perennial mixed with annual 
pasture) that in turn will be followed by cropping again. The rotational 
phases may be three years in areas of moderate to high rainfall or 4 to 5 
years in areas that have low rainfall. During the cropping phase recharge 
will add moisture to the unsaturated soil profile. This storage will be used 
by Lucerne in the following phase. lucerne could be harvested for hay 
making if the land holder does not intend to have grazing animals. Phase 
cropping could reduce the rate of recharge to <10mm per year. 

* The remaining bush specially the narrow strips would be easily 
deteriorated if stock has access to them. These areas should be fenced off 
before grazing. 

* The silty soils of the area are very erodable: Protection against wind 
erosion is essential. 

* I have used Jill Lisson's map to mark additional areas which should not be 
cleared (Figure 2). 

* All areas that are marked (1) on Figure 2, should not be cleared for 
hydrological reasons (to reduce recharge, use surface runoff, use some 
water from unsaturated zone and create a buffer zone). 

* Areas which are marked (2) are strips of vegetation to function as 
windbreaks. These vegetation are mid-dense shrubland and Mallee 
shrubland which are not tall enough to function as very effective 
windbreak. I support the idea if the land holders prefers to clear these 
strips and replant them with other trees. 



(f( 

* 	Areaswhich are marked (3) are on or very close to Seifs and are not 
suitable for clearing. 

- * Area 4 is left for hydrological purposes as well as wind break. 

I feel that clearing rest of the proposed areas will have little on-site or off-site 
effect proyided the above mentioned conditions are observed. 

Ruhi Ferdowsian, 
Research Hydrologist 
Agriculture WA, 
Albany 

20November 1996 







Document 4: Attachment 3 

CONSERVATION VALUES OF LAND PROPOSED FOR CLEARING 

Property Report 

Land ownership: il/cl/s iVominees I'tv Ltd................ Location No. .I'lantagenet 6783.......... 
...Gra/ia,,, Davies (Direclor) 	 Survey Date: .27,6,96 ...................... 

Surveyors. .... G.Craig & R.Safrtroni.. 

Location: 	Shire: . .I'/antagenet 	 . Nearest Rd. .... Branson Rd................... 
Nearest town/distance.  ......... 40k,,, west of Uellslead..fi!ap la] ................  
Map reference: Lat.34 ......... 30.. S. Long ...... 118.........09.. E. 

AMG: Zone .5/.........605600....Easting .........6181800 . .Northing 

lAltach Map - 'Annexure A - Agrecmcnt to Rcscrvel /see ilIap Ib] 

Area of location: ................................................. 1182.... ha 

Area of proposed land clearing: ......................... 3/7.... ha .......... 27.. % of location 

Area of native vegetation to he rctainc(l ..............5/7.. ha ..........44.. % of location 

Summary of issues from sustainable agriculture and nature conservation viewpoints: 
(supply map if necessary) 
7/ic sith/ect land consists of 834 ha of,;ia//ee-heaf/i vegetation wi/h small areas 0/ia/c c-wa/np. Part.v 
oft/ic land have been mug/i/v cleared in the past, hut have regrotin subs/an/ia//v to iiear-original 
condition. 7/ic land is in/act save/or a niiii:ber of/racks which have been rece,itiv ciii through the 
uncleared vegetation. 

There are three maui issues concerning the land proposed for clearing: 

Regional Stagnant Acjuilf'r. 7/ic location lies ui/h/n a regional stagnant acjuifèr ' u-i/h u-a/er let-c/s 
rising at rates of up to 22 ciii tear in par/s. The salt lakes in the area are the clisc/ia,e sites/hr 
this aquifer and are not able to contain the rising groundii-ater mu/li Fer(lowsian, pemr. con!;,!. & 
/ 996) A s,u,all lake on the neighbouring location Pla;i/agene/ 6782), also owned by A Ic/is 
A'onuinees, has dead amul cit-mg trees around its fiinge; ;iiost of/his location is cleared. 

Land capahthti'. A desktop a,ia/ vs/s of/he CIRO soils iiiap [Map 2] i,iclicates that the helter 
agricultural coils (Pillenorup soil  type) occur in the northern half of PIan/agenet 6783, which has 
afreadv been cleared.. A lame sec/or of/he remaining uncleare(l area inchicles the Nap/cr soil 
type it-hid, has a surface soil ofgrev fine sand which tiould he vulnerable to u'incl erosion, and 
according to IloIm (1994, p2) "should not he cleared'. (NIB. I/is unknown whether this niap has 
hee;i ground truthecl- Lisson and S/ian/mu may have carried out a soil survey during their 
inspection for the NO!,) 

Diehack 'Phytoph/hera.) is ijfe on the soiith-easterim slopes of/he Stirling Range National Park 
fA lap 5]. Birds and marsupials which clepemid on afjCcted species (main/v Proteaceac) may 
become threatened i/plant -onui,iumiitie.c change .cigiifican/Iv. 7/ic land proposed/or clearing liar 
large tracts ofpro/eaceous heal/i in c-en good condition. Being chisjunctJi'oimi the Stirling Range 
National Park, it lma.c greater potential to survive the e/ji'cts of diehack in the long tern,. 

7hreatened species. A number of Declared Rare and 7/urea/enecl species have the potential to 
occur in the subject land. 77iree declared rare/bra species, (c'onost v/is n,isera , Daciesia 
harvevi an(l Drakaia con/lucpv , f/mr Priori/v One, eight Priori/v Two species, and/lie rare 
11 estern A Ioui.ce (Pseudloimlvs occ-ide,italis, have the potential to occur on the land. Detailed flora 
(111(1 f/nina survey, at the 1,/oct .cuit able tune -,c oft ear to locate species are rec-o,,,,iicnded. 

Definintions/Ahbrcviations: 

AgWA - Agriculture Western Australia 

Nol - 'Notice of Intent [to clear landi 
NI'NCA - National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority 
RVPS - Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme 
Subject land - area ol native vegetation which includes areas proposed tr clearing 
SCRLWCS - South Coast Regional Land and Water Care Strategv, Ag\VA, Albany 



1. WATER CONSERVATION: 

Catchment. ....... Regional slagnant aquife. ..................... . ...... As'. Ann. Rainfall .....approx.470.. mm 

% Catchmcnt cleared. .....(ilot available) 	 % Shire cleared.  .... (not available)..... 

Wetlands of regional significance: 
Arc there any significant wetlands in the catchmcnt? (refer to V.Cox. Dcpt Environmental Protection) 
777ere are a few large sa/t lakes in the regional r(agnanI aquifer, including 'Salt Lake i'hich lies 

about 5 km east of/he subject land. 

Groundwater and salinity hazard: 
Salinity rating of hydrological zone (refer to SCRLWCS).  ... (not available, expected SepOci 1996- 

;4g11'l .11hani)............................................................................................................................... 

Comments. ................. 

Eutrophicaton: 
Any evidence of eutrophication of water channels or lakes in the catchment? (not deier,,,ined, 

Observations of water conservation issues in the area and the possible importance of the subject land: 
i regional stagnant aquifer extends between C/ii/liuiup Rd and Stirling Range, and east towards 

!'.aIga,i River. The boundaries have not vet been defiuied. There is a very low hydraulic gradient, 

an(l salt lakes are the hschaie si/er; these are 11011' not su/jicient to contain the rising groundwater. 

The 1I'hole region is experiencing increasing so/mill' and rising 1l'ater tables. Any land c/earing will 

qjfeci oilier landholders ji'ithin the regional stagnant aquifer (Fer(loii'sian, peuv. corn/n. & 1996)........ 

1.2 SOIL CONSERVATION 

Waterlogging: 
Evidence of rising water tables in district) .........es, see conunent above 

Rates of rise7 .......up to 22cm/year (Ferdoii'sian, pers.connn. &1996) 

Any low lying areas with poorly drained soils? .... ..cc a uiuniher of'small late 51l'alnps occur in the 

south-ea,rt sector of the location. (not to he cleared). l'hcre appears to he a bit' lying area, it'hicli 

could he prone to waterlogging in an western ,rection proposed fbr clearing. 

Any land subject to flooding even' year? ....... No ............. .................................................... 

Any land subject to prolonged inundation (>2 weeks)? ........Not deter,,,med. 

General observations' ............................................................................................................ 

Soils and land capability: 
[Attach soils map: (eg Land Resource Series, Agriculture WA: CSIRO soils maps)] fsee Map 21 

Soil Unit 
Class* 

Land Capability 

Water erosion Wind erosion 

A K.J - hg/it grey sand (12') over ye/lou' sand M ?1JI-1l 

B NP - It. gre I' flue san(l (4') over ye/lout' grevJine sand 4 heavy gravel ?1/ ?/J -J 

C Pil - )lgr. hrow,i sand -1 gravel (2 ') over l'.gr..rand -I heavt' gravel 2/_// ?II-III 

D 

E 
F 



*CapibiIit..lass  (HoIm 1994): 
- Very high capability: risk of land degradation ncgligible 

II - High capability: limitations overcome by careful planning 
111 - Fair capability: careful planning & conservation measures required 
IV - Low capability: extensive conscrva(ion requirements 
V - Very low capability: should generally not be cleared 

Comment: 4 desktop anahvis oft/ic C.S'IJ?() coils i;;ap lump 2] indicates that the belier (gricultural 

soils (Pi/k'norup soil ti.pe) occur in the Fiolilierli /1(1/f of J'lantagenet 6783, which has afreadv been 

cleared.. .1 láige sector oft/ic renlailung iiiicleared area includes the iVapier soil type which has a 

surface soil of grey fine sand which iiould be vulnerable to wind erosion, and according to 110/F!! 

(1994, p2) "s/mu/il not be cleared. '1V.l3. It is ilFlknolIii whet/icr this iiiap has been ground trziIhed-

Lisson and ,S'hanhun may have carried out a,soil .rurvet' (fur/hg their inspection fbr the NOD. 

1.3 WILDLIFE CORRIDORS AND BUFFERS 

lAttach map showing native vegetation. National Parks. Nature Reserves, public and RVPS landi 
fsee Maj, 37W' 

Corridors and Stepping Stones: 
Can the subject land form part of a corridor (up to 15 km radius) with gaps not more than 400 in wide 
in native vegetation between: 

CALM reserved land? 	 Reserve Name! No. 

Yes! No 
Yes! No 

Other public or RVPS land? 	Location No. 
(not deter,,uine(l, !'equire(l GIS mivap) 	Yes! No 

Yes! No 

Can the subject land form part of a stepping stone (up to 15 km radius) between: 
CALM reserved land? 	 Reserve Name! No. 

Stirling Range VaIional Park 	 Yes! No 
South Stirling ATaIuure Reserve 	 Yes! No 

Yes! No 

Other public or RVPS land? 	Location No. 
(not (leterhilihle(l, i'equim'ed GIS immap).. 	Yes! No 

Yes!No 

Other comments: 

Buffers: 
Can the subject land provide a buffer to NPNCA reserved land? 	 Yes/k 

Is the subject land an inlier to an area reservcd for conservation? 	 Yes!N 
(can be vested with Shire or NPNCA) 



1.4 LANDSCAPE 

Landscape position: 
(indicate position in landscape on diagram below: label rivers, inlets etc if applicable) 

... 

Landscape character: 
Reason for high landscape value/scenic quality (refer to 'Reading the Remote Landscape Characters of 
Western Australia'. CALM publication. Perth).  ........... Nothing exceptional, although the area would 
he seen fm,,, BIufjKñ oil lookout, it ironhl not tliffirfiroln rest ojagricultural landscape i/cleared. 

Special physiographic features observed: (eg rock outcrops. breakawavs. dolerite dvkes) Yes! No 

Aboriginal sites observe(l: 	 Yes! No 
Describe 

2. REPRESENTATION 

2.1 FLORA CONSERVATION 

Predicted Threatened Flora: (attach Declared Rare Flora and Priority One and Two species list 
occurring within It) minutes (Lat. and Long.) radius of location: available from Administration 
Officer-Flora. Wildlife Branch. CALM. Conio) 	 - 

No. species predicted on subject land 
Declared Rare Flora 	Yes/No 	 3... (I 4 low prohahiliIv) ..... 
Priority One 	 Yes/No 	 4 0 2 low prohahiiitv,.. 
Priority Two 	 Yes/No 	 8 ( 8 iou' prohahilit%.)... 



Predictcd 4rhreatencd Plant Communitics 
(eg Salmon Gum woodland: fresh-waler wetland dc: plus refer to the RVPS - Vegetation Community 
Priorities or the WA Threatened Species and Communities Unit. CALM, Woodvale) 1-kiven 1 

referred to latter but there are signigicant communities of proteaceou.r heath. 

Species richncss/cndcmism: 
Does any of the subject land have a high number of endemic species? 	 Yes/No 

Estimate the nunibcrofnativetaxa in a lOm x lOin quadrat 

Plant Community 	 No. of species 

Wetlands of local significance: 
Are there any significant wetlands on the subject land? There are a number ofs,nal/ late •sI'a,nps 

occurring in the von/h-east rector of/he sithjecl land. 

Vegetation Associations: 

Vegetation System (Beard)' ........Qua/zip sv,rtem.......,..,,,.,,...... 	% cleared' ......................... 

lAllach vcuelalion man (m' Reard Smiih Muir or hc-,.,; l renrecenlalion n1rroion1 [çpp Afar, dl 

Beards Vegetation Units (VU) 	 Area 	% 	 - 

ha CALM Other2  Pre-clearing 

A 

B 

C 
D 

E 
F 

Area VU in subject land 	X 	100 
Area Vii in CALM land within 15 km radius 

2 = Area VU in subject land 	 X 	100 
Area VU in public land (cx CALM land) and RVPS*  within 15 km radius 

3 = Area VU in subject land 	 X 	100 
Area VU in original uncleared vegetation within 15 km radius 

An' eNtra plant communities identified from aerial photos/field investigation not indicated on 
vegetation map? (provide map overlay) .................................................................................. 

Any plant communities not well represented in the Interim Biographical Representation in Australia 
(IBRA) region (refer to . 	). or in Beard,s Vegetation Systems? 

Detailed flora survey by qualified ecologist/s recommended/ attached? 	 i/ No 



2.2 FAUNA CONSERVATION 

PrcdictcdThrcatencd Fauna: 
(refcr to Wildlife Conservation (Specially Protected Fauna) Notice. 1996 - Government Gazeue. WA) 
sI = fauna which is rare or likely to become extinct: s4 = other specially protected fauna 

Marsupials 	 Birds 	 Reptiles 
U ester/i il louse.... (s 1) 	 Jjaud,n v Cockatoo (v1)... 

('huditch ..... (vi) ....................... 	(=. Uiiite-tailecl Black Cockatoo) 

Comments: The 11 esIerii 11 louse occurs in the Stirling Range National Park and has been trapped in 

graiellv, c/at cv soils in a range of %'egetatioli itpes including heat/is and Ia//er shrub/ands. This 

habitat is present on the location. Quokkas hate recenllv been found near Bluff Knoll, and the 

('huditc/i was fbnnd in the area 30-40 vear.s ago; and could c/ill he present (Aeit/i it lorris, 

peIw. co,iii,,) 

Baudin 's Cockatoos (if 'bite-taile(l Black Cockatoos) iiere observed in a cropped area on the location 

during the proper/v inspection. The proteaceous heath proposed for clearing could provide an 

Import ant /00(1 sourCe. 

Detailed fauna survey by qualified ecologist/s rccommended/-aaQhel? 	 Yes! No 

3. VIABILITY 

Area and Shape: 
Comment (indicate length:widlh ratio): The subject land consists o/834 ha, and is e.v.centially a 

square in shape ('ratio 8:9,). The vegetation is in excellent condition with no recent burns. Parts of the 

land have been rough/v cleared in the past, but have regrown substantially to near-original 

condition. The laud is intact save for a nuniher of/racks tuhich have beeui recent/v cut through the 

uncleared vegetation. 

Intactness: 
Weed invasion 	........................................ 2....% (approx) area of total subject land 

Other disturbances (eg tracks, gravel pits. nibbish dumps) 
Tracks (ca 10-15 in ti'i(le) have been niade through uiative vegetation to delineate 

area.c proposed for clearing ............ 2.. % ( approx) area of total subject land 

% (approx) area of total subject land 

Plant diseases! pests: 
Dieback (Phvtophthera species) present? 	 Yes/No  
Potefflial impact. ...event in nearby Stirling Range National I'ark and Son/li Stirling Nature reserve 

(ClL1l I, Albany- see Map 5) could severe/v impact proteaceous lien//i i/introduced. 

Other diseases/pests observed? (eg Bacterial canker. Armillaria fungus, Ierp insects) 	Yes/No 
Potential impact. ............................................................... 

Invasive plants: 
Presence of potentially invasive plants observed? (eg Veldt grass. Shivery grass) 	Yes/No 
Name/s..................................................................................... 

 ...................... 
.. 

AnticipatedImpact .  ...... ................................................................................... 

Adjacent uses: 
Any adjacent land uses that may impact on the subject land? 	 Yes/No 
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APPENDIX 

Summary of Threatened Flora (Declared Rare (DRF), Priority 1 (P1) and Priority 2 (P2) only) 
occurring within 10mm. Latitude/Longitude (18 km) radius of Plantagenct 6783 

(Wildlife Branch, CALM, Como). 

*Habitat (determined from Robinson and Coalcs (1995) and. WAHERB printout for prioritY species) 
N/A = not applicable to subject land 

+++ = high probability 
++ 	= modcratc probability + 	= low probability 

TAXA STATUS HABITAT.  

Acacia awestonia DRF n/a 
Banksia brow nh DRF n/a 

RF ............................................. 
Conostvlis inisera DRF +++ 
. 

Darwinia collina DRF n/a 
Darwinia sp.Stirling Range (GJK 5732) DRF n/a 
D.rwiniasquarrosa DRF . . 
Darwinia witwcronim DRf n/a 

............................................. RF t....................................................... 
Drakaca conflucns DRF ++ 
Drvandra anatona DRF n/a 
Drvandraionthocarpa DRF .n/a 
Drvandra montana DRF n/a 

.sp.go .. 
Leucopogonglaucifolius 

. 
Stylidium  p!.i.1 RF 
Verticordia carinata DRf 

. . .................................................... 

n/a 
.. ........................................... 

Verticordia harvevi DRF 
Xvris sp. Stirling Range (GJK 795 10 DRF n/a 

Hakca old[icldii 
npcalx 

M 
Rcs(io ..ucoblcphara 
Ruincx dnimmondii 
ThomasiA diclsii 

.... .. ....... 

Actinotus rhomboideus 
Adenanthos lincaris 

••Ampe.. 
Andcrsonia axilliflora 

..c.!!hamclauciurnjprknum............ 
Crvptandra glabriflora 
Cvmbonotus preissianus 

Davicsia obovata 

Eucalypis k..lgancnsis 

.................................. 
Goiiocarpus bcnthamii ssp. Stirling (CJR 
1080) 

P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 



Gonocirpu 	nidis P2 n/a 
Lasiopetaltim diclsii P2 n/a 

Cicopqg 	rIS .2 ++ ..... ............................................... ... 
......................................... Lcucop 	....................................... 

p9pliyIItis .. 
oponcInus .P2 . 

Lvsincrna lasianthum P2 + 
............................................... 

Muniha hasscllii P2 n/a 

..............................................
Ortlirosanilnis inucllcri P2 

2 .. . + 
Persoonia inicranihcra P2 n/a 

2 	. . n/a ....K342... 
Soilva dniiurnondii P2 n/a 
Spidiunurn P2 n/a 
Spvridiurn villosurn 

.. 
P2 n/a 

Sivildium arliculaturn P2 

.JM.....262.. 

n/a 

. 
Thvsanolus brcvifolius P2 +++ 
Thvsanotus gagcoidcs P2 

................................................ 

n/a 
Vcrticordia brcvifolia P2 + 

SiiUUItf1Ora .. 
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Document 4: Attachment 4 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND 	GEME•N'T 

PIeae address all enquiries to: 
Albany District Office 
44 Serpentine Road 
ALBANY WA 6330 
Tel: (098)417133 
Fax: (098)417105 

Your Ret: 

OurRet: 15.2.2. 
Enquiries: 

Kevin Shanhun 
Department of Agriculture 
Albany Highway 
ALBANY WA .6330 

L 

Dear Kevin 

—j 

/ 
N.O.I. TO CLEAR PLANTAGENET LOCATION 6783 

An inspection of Plantagenet location 6783 for the presence of Declared Rare Flora was 
completed on Friday 15 December 1995. 

Pilvate Property owner Mr Davies accompanies Ellen Hickman and myself on the visit 
around the property. 

No Declared Rare Flora were observed during the visit. However one particular species of 
Rare Flora, Coriostylis misera, is known to occur on landforms and soils identical to those 
on the property within the nearby South Stirlings Nature Reserve. 

This species favours low lying swampy depressions and the surrounding small dunes. 
These sites are generally vegetated with groves of Yate and or Redheart, Eucalyptus 
decipiens. 

On this basis the area within the private property not nominated for clearing are the areas 
most likely to contain this rare species. 

It was also noted that the native vegetation within the property is in good health, with no 
observable evidence of Phytophthora cinnamomi decline. 

Considering that the remnant vegetation is located within the extensively cleared Kalgan 
River - Oyster Harbour catchment this particular area could be considered as a valuable 
asset to the conservation of flora and fauna within this catchment. 

Regards 

MALCOM GRANT 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER 

28 December, 1995 

MGT:KSHANHUN.DOC 
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_DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT 

South Coast Region 
Pleaso acidress at enguirIe to: 

	 120 Mbany Highway 
ALBANY WA 030 
Tel: (08) 98424O0 
Fax: (08) 98413329 

Our Ref 

€nqulder 

I— 
	

1 
Gary Williams 
Dejit of Fnvironmental Protection 
141 St Georgest Tce 
P.TH WA 6000 

L 	 I 

Re: NOl to clear Plantagenet Inc 6783. 

Further to our Jetter of 28 Dec 1995 to AgWA, I have the following comments regarding bc 6783. 

REGJONM1WcESSESES 

The AgWA hydrology report places this area in a higli salinity hazard zone. As indicated, 
clearing will result in changes to the existing (and rising) watertsihle. Any duinges in groundwater 
recharge which may influence the watertable or current rate of change of the watertable is of 
concern due to potential iiripact on PiUcuorup Swanip within Stirling Range N4tioital razk. This is 
one of only two semi-permanent, iinwocuicd, frethwater wetlands within the park and therefore is 
of special interest. Nt, habitat of this quality is knoWn south of the park in private property. 

RLA11Q 

Three threatened flora species were considered dwing survey of the location 6793. 
In addition to Conostylis inisera for which details have been supplied, the following species were 
considered: 
Verticordia hari'eyii. The Likelihood of this species was discounted once the distribution of soil 
types on bc 0783 was determined. This specIes requties deeper sands and the plant community 
community noimolly associated was not present on 6783. 
Draltea etniflucnr. No search was undertaken for this species due to the absence of suitable soil 
types (found of upland clay sites in SRNP). It is also difficult to find unless flowering (luring a 
period following tire. Location 6783 has remained unbwiit for some time. It was aiM) not tire 
known flowering time not this species. 

T.ess than 20 of the original natural vegetation cover r.m he IOIITid on private. land within a I kni 
radius of location 6783, however the Stirling Range National Park and South Slirliiig Nature 
Reserve are within this zone and contain representative plant communities. As noted in our letter 
of Dec 28, location 6783 generally lies within a cleated Agricultuuial landscape which has less than 
20% of the original vegetative covei trulaiuliuig, apat I from the SRNP to the ninth. On this basis 
the block probably acs as a stepping stone and has the potential for further linkages, with 
revegetafion, to other remnants and the SRNP 
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EA1II 

Although no surveys were conducted, the vegeition of location 6783 is JiceIy to support 
populations of Honey Po&sums, Pygmy Possums ond a].so the Wc.stcrn MOUSC (Pieudimys 
occideuz1is) which is currently on the Threatnei Fauna List. This species is known from the 
SRNF. 

Ihope tHese additional comments are useful. 

Yours sincerely 

4-0  

LEN 
for REGIONAL MANAGER 

SOUTH COAST REGION 

1 May 19)7 

S 
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TO: 
Fax 9322 1598 

FROM: 	JEFF KITE, WRC 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED CLEARING BY ALDIS NOMINEES 
PLANTAGENET LOCATION 67831, BRANSON RD 

I have reviewed the information you supplied and discussed the proposal with Ian Lob 
and Luke Penn. 

Based on the information provided, the area where this property is located is relatively 
flat and has a low groundwater gradient and is clearly subject to a salinity risk. 
Closeby, the watertable has been measured to be rising at a rate of about 20cm per 
year and wetlands are already showing signs of suffering from the effects of increased 
salinity. 

The clearing proposed is very likely to exacerbate this situation. The changes in 
hydrology which will occur are likely the cause further decline in the condition of the 
vegetation in and around these wetlands which I understand is generally in very good 
condition. Much of the effect is likely to be on adjacent properties. The clearing may 
also have an impact on the values of part of the Stirling Range National Park which is 
downstream of the area in question. 

I am not convinced that the management proposed by the owner or suggested (rather 
than required) in the hydrological report are likely to make the clearing impact neutral. 

In summary, the circumstances of the relative flatness of the land, a low groundwater 
gradient and rising saline groundwater due to existing clearing, would appear to 
render farming in the area unsustainable in the medium term and call into question the 
wisdom of permitting even limited clearing. This conclusion could change with the 
implementation of high water use farming systcms. However, until these arc 
demonstrated, the Commission is not convinced that current farming activities and 
further clearing in the area are sustainable with respect to the protection of water 
resources and water dependent ecosystems. 

This response. is considered to be consistent with the objectives of the State Salinity 
Strategy.. 

/K7f=i 
Jeff Kite 
Principal Environmental Officer 

13 May, 1997 
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